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o ur results -focused

marketing plan

is specifically designed to get your home the maximum amount of exposure in the shortest period of
time. Each step involves proven techniques that leverage the opportunities to showcase your home
to key people that can either buy your home or help us find the right buyer: Prospective homebuyers,
local real estate agents and investors.
1. Price your home strategically to be competitive with the current market and current price trends.
2. Professionally stage your home to showcase features in which buyers are most interested.
3. Place For Sale signage, complete with property flyers that are accessible to drive -by prospects .
4. Distribute Just Listed marketing to neighbors, encouraging them to tell their family and friends about
your home.
5. Optimize your home's Internet presence by posting it on local and global MLS systems and popular
search sites like realtor.com, austinhomesearch.com, kellerwilliams.com, etc. and adding multiple
photographs, virtual tours and enticing descriptions.
6. Create a virtual tour of your home and place it on multiple websites to attract
local and out-of-town buyers.
7. Notify over 4,000 agents of your home's availability through attractive HTML
e-mails showcasing your home with photos and links.
8. Distribute printed marketing materials to over 4,000 active real estate agents
9. Include your home in both our company and MLS Realtor tours to encourage other agents to see your
home first hand.
10. Promote your home to thousands of potential buyers through several
real estate magazines , neighborhood newsletter and direct mail
campaigns.
11. Create an Open House schedule to promote your home to prospective buyers.
12. Target our marketing to active buyers and investors in our database that are
looking for homes in your price range and area.
13. Provide you with frequent updates detailing our marketing efforts, including comments from
prospective buyers and agents that have visited your home.
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Beautiful HTML e-mail campaigns
promoting your home designed, produced and
delivered to over 4,000 agents and prospective
buyers on a pre-determined schedule.
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Attractive and intuitive virtual tours
posted on countless real estate websites,
including popular Austin search engines
austinhomesearch.com and realtor.com
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